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requirements of a diverse workload across the entire system
is to make it globally accessible from all compute nodes,
for example, implemented as an interconnected distributed file
system, such as HDFS [17] or BeeGFS [8]. This is the scenario
we focus on in this paper. In addition to allocating compute
nodes, jobs can now also request a share of the available fast
storage, another resource that must now become subject to
scheduling.
Since users of an HPC system often care most about the
turnaround time of their jobs, which also covers the waiting
time in the queue, and not so much about the pure execution
time on the system, the option to use fast storage confronts
them with a choice if fast storage is not immediately available:
better waiting for it and risking longer residency in the queue
or going ahead without it? Because a user usually lacks the
knowledge to draw a quantitative comparison, this decision
should rather be delegated to the scheduler. Of course, such a
I. I NTRODUCTION
strategy must be supported by accounting incentives. However,
Novel storage technologies pave the way to data-intensive we argue that if accepting a longer execution time in exchange
exascale computing. In the past, usually a parallel file system for shorter turnaround also helps to increase system utilization,
(PFS)—possibly backed up by a tape archive—was the only the provider has an incentive not to penalize users for the slow
available permanent storage. With the emergence of compact storage overhead they will suffer. To tackle the problems of
and energy-efficient solid-state drives (SSDs), it became viable scheduling globally accessible fast storage alongside compute
to attach hard drives to nodes, serving as burst buffers [2] that nodes, this paper makes the following two contributions:
cache data on their way to the PFS, significantly mitigating the
1) Based on backfilling, we propose a novel storage-aware
file-system bottleneck. Burst buffers can be installed locally
scheduling algorithm that efficiently schedules compute
on each compute node or be provided in a remote shared
nodes together with capacity-bound storage resources.
configuration. Today, non-volatile memory express (NVMe)
2) We evaluate the algorithm in simulations, which demondevices with their superior performance mark a further step
strate significantly improved turnaround times and
towards fast I/O. As a generalization of the burst-buffer concept,
workload makespan in comparison to always using fast
such devices can be used to store a variety of intermediate data,
storage, always using slow back-end storage, and random
including check points, without necessarily always propagating
storage assignment.
the data further down the storage hierarchy. Since such fast
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: First,
storage hardware will soon by available in many machines, it is we discuss related work in Section II. Then, we outline the
important to study its impact on system and job performance. storage-aware scheduling algorithm in Section III, after which
On an abstract level, new fast storage technologies can be we present our simulator setup in Section IV, followed by our
interpreted as a kind of accelerator for data-intensive software, evaluation in Section V. Finally, we draw a conclusion and
playing the same role for I/O that GPUs play for computation. discuss future directions in Section VI.
They can speed up a certain part of program execution, but are
II. R ELATED W ORK
not necessarily mandatory to complete it. Just like a program
In our review of related approaches in the field, we focus
can be written in such a way that it runs on regular processors
if no GPU is available, an application could as well resort to mostly on the scheduling of data-intensive jobs, considering
both flat (traditional) storage and multi-tier storage architectures.
the back-end PFS if there is no fast storage in place.
Because the fast storage available in a system is limited Assuming shared storage distributed across a grid, Kosar and
by capacity, the most resource-efficient way to balance the Balman [13] proposed a data-aware scheduler that ensures
Abstract—New fast storage technologies such as non-volatile
memory are becoming ubiquitous in HPC systems with one or two
orders of magnitude higher I/O bandwidth than traditional backend storage systems. They can be used to heavily speed-up I/O
operations, an essential prerequisite for data-intensive exascale
computing capabilities. However, since the overall capacity of the
fast storage available in a system is limited, an individual job may
not always benefit if access to fast storage implies longer waiting
time in the queue. This is obvious if fast storage is shared across
the system. We therefore argue that the decision of whether or not
to use fast storage should be supported by the batch scheduler,
which can estimate when the amount of fast storage a job desires
will become available. We present a scheduling algorithm with
this functionality and show in simulations significantly reduced
makespan and turnaround times in comparison to always using
fast storage, always using slow back-end storage, and random
storage assignment.
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efficient data placement by ordering data transfer requests using
Rstage
HPS
LPS
techniques such as first fit, best fit, largest fit, and smallest fit.
Our work, in contrast, balances the tradeoff between the desire
to access fast storage and its limited capacity.
Rhps
Rlps
Wan et al. [21] considered a hybrid storage configuration,
Compute
including SSD and HDD storage, similar to the one we target
Nodes
here, and proposed automatic object placement techniques,
moving objects between different tiers according to their
Figure 1. Two-tier storage architecture with slow but unlimited lowpopularity. While they only strive to minimize data transfer performance storage (LPS) and fast but limited high-performance storage
times, our approach aims to reduce the turnaround times of jobs (HPS).
via co-allocation of compute and limited fast storage resources.
Herbein et al. [9] proposed I/O-aware versions of two batchtiered storage system. For the sake of simplicity, we define two
job-scheduling techniques, namely, first-come, first-served
storage tiers, a configuration that, however, is easily extendable
(FCFS) and EASY backfilling. They assume burst buffers
to a multi-tier storage architecture. Our model comprises lowphysically close to compute nodes, whereas our work supports
performance storage (LPS) with practically unlimited capacity
a shared two-tier storage architecture.
and high-performance storage (HPS) with limited capacity. We
The framework introduced by Isaila et al. [10] coordinates
imagine LPS to be implemented as a backend parallel file
data-staging on HPC platforms. While they achieve genericity
system and HPS to reside on separate I/O nodes equipped with
by fully decoupling control from data planes, they do not
SSDs or NVMe SSDs, although this separation is no mandatory
consider the increased scheduling complexity caused by storage
property of our model as long as the HPS storage is globally
with limited capacity and miss optimization opportunities
accessible, for example, through a distributed file system. As
arising from this complexity.
shown in Figure 1, LPS and HPS provide different data transfer
Zhang et al. [24] studied the challenges of migrating
rates Rlps and Rhps to and from compute nodes, respectively.
frequently accessed data in a multi-tier storage environment.
The data-transfer rate between the two storage tiers is denoted
They presented an adaptive deadline-aware lookahead databy Rstage . Each of the three links between compute cluster
migration scheme for clouds. Their work aims to improve
(i.e., compute nodes), LPS, and HPS is shared. This means the
resource utilization by efficiently using the power of fast SSDs
available bandwidth is split across all data streams between
with limited capacity.
any two of the three layers, which can, of course, give rise to
Ramakrishnan et al. [15] presented a scheduling approach congestion.
for data-intensive large-scale scientific workflows on distributed
storage, including disks with limited capacity. Different from B. Job model
their work, our scheduler reserves storage in advance, a
We consider a set J of n jobs J = { j1 , . . . , jn } with different
technique that has been shown to improve resource utilization arrival times. For each job ji , we assume that the user has
in several studies [6, 19, 23].
accurate knowledge of the following job attributes:
Overall, the most distinctive feature of our work in compar• Required number of compute nodes: nodesi
ison to the state of the art is the improvement of turnaround
• Desired amount of fast storage: storagei
times via storage-aware scheduling, hiding the underlying multi• Input file size: inputi
tiered storage configuration from users. In some way, our
• Output file size: outputi
approach is similar in spirit to backfilling [14, 20], as we
• Walltime: walltimei
strive to run jobs earlier than what would be their start time
• Amount of intermediate data read and written to files:
under normal conditions (i.e., when the requested fast storage
datai
become available) if this improves system utilization. Finally,
Asking the user to provide such detailed information may
co-allocation of compute and storage resources can also be seem unreasonable at the first glance, but we argue that
seen as a variant of scheduling for heterogeneous clusters [1, sufficiently precise estimates of these numbers can be easily
18], as requirements for different types of resources must be obtained with standard profiling tools such as Score-P [12],
properly balanced.
LWM2 [16], or with storage estimators such as those as
proposed by Hazekamp et al. [7]. Note that even if the desired
III. S TORAGE -AWARE S CHEDULER
amount of HPS storage is granted, the user can still use LPS
In this section, we describe our storage-aware scheduler. for other tasks—in addition to the desired use of HPS. In
Before delving into the details of the scheduling algorithm, this case, the time needed to access LPS is factored into the
however, we first introduce the underlying platform and job walltime and treated like in a traditional scheduler.
model.
C. Scheduling algorithm
A. Platform model
To efficiently schedule compute nodes and fast storage
We model the platform as a cluster consisting of a set of capacity in combination, we introduce a storage-aware schedhomogeneous compute nodes which have access to a shared uler (SAS) that evaluates the benefit of using fast storage and
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Figure 2. Flow of jobs inside the scheduler from the arrival point to the
allocation of resources and the start of execution.

compares it with the overhead of using it. Our scheduler is a
dynamic non-preemptive scheduler because the jobs enter the
system dynamically and once a job has been started, we are
not allowed to stop and resume it afterwards.
As shown in Figure 2, our scheduler uses two queues. The
first queue, which is called UQ, contains the unscheduled jobs
as they are submitted by users. After making the schedule
decision for a job ji , the scheduler dequeues this job from
UQ and adds it to RQ, the queue of running jobs. After a job
terminates, the resource manager removes the corresponding
entry from RQ.
An entry for job ji in the running-jobs queue RQ is a
tuple schedulei = ( ji , starti , endi , nodesi , storagei ), where start i
and end i denote the start and end time of the reservation,
respectively, nodesi the set of nodes that have been reserved,
and storagei the amount of fast storage to be allocated. Note
that slow storage, which offers unlimited capacity, does not
require prior allocation.
For an unscheduled job ji ∈ UQ, which is selected following
a shortest-job-first backfilling approach [20], our scheduler
needs to decide which storage tier, HPS or LPS, the job is
supposed to use. For this purpose, our scheduler calculates
two possible turnaround times Tilps and Tihps according to
Equations 1 and 2.
Tilps = waiting-timeli ps + walltimei
Tihps = waiting-timehps
i + walltimei
datai datai inputi + outputi
−
+
+
Rlps
Rhps
Rstage

(1)

(2)

Whichever is shorter determines the storage tier assigned
to the job. Equation 1 calculates the turnaround time for job
ji in its schedule under the assumption it would use LPS. To
calculate the turnaround time when using HPS instead, the
scheduler needs to take both the overhead and gain of using
HPS into account. Since the capacity of the HPS tier is limited,
choosing it may lead to longer waiting times. For the sake of
simplicity, the current version of the algorithm does not try
to estimate link congestion but rather assumes that each data
stream can utilize the entire available bandwidth, a condition
which may not always be satisfied in practice.
Of course, accounting must be adjusted not to penalize a user
for the longer execution time that an assignment of slow storage
may imply. Since the flexibility our scheduler introduces also
helps improve system utilization, as we will show in Section V,
we believe that system providers can easily create economic
incentives for users to accept the scheduler decision that would
also serve the providers’ interests. Although the details of
such an accounting scheme are beyond the scope of this paper,
one can imagine charging on the basis of the (hypothetical)
execution time with LPS. As an almost equivalent alternative,
one could impose a surcharge on the usage of expensive fast
storage.
The scheduler computes the queue waiting times that
appear in the two equations, namely waiting-timeli ps and
waiting-timehps
i , based on the system state, which includes
the schedules in RQ and the reservation plan of resources, and
the job requirements, such as the desired amount of fast storage
storagei , the requested walltime walltimei and the requested
number of compute nodes nodesi .
Algorithm 1 represents the core of the scheduler, which is
invoked whenever the state of a job or a resource changes. The
first loop (lines 1–5) finds jobs with high priority, while the
second loop (lines 6–8) backfills jobs with low priority. The
loop to schedule high-priority jobs exits when it finds the first
job that has not been scheduled. This triggers the backfilling
part of the algorithm. Backfilling low-priority jobs in shortestjob-first fashion, choosing the one with the lowest storage
requirements if there is a tie, ensures that jobs with higher
requirements do not block resources and prevents jobs from
starvation. However, high-priority jobs are still selected based
on their position in queue UQ. To keep track of the priority
jobs in the algorithm, we need a temporary set of priority jobs
called P, which is used by function try-start-storage-aware(),
invoked in lines 2 and 7, to backfill jobs.
Algorithm 1 Storage-aware scheduler (SAS)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

for ji ∈ UQ do
if ¬ try-start-storage-aware( ji , {}) then
break
end if
end for
for ji ∈ UQ \{ j1 } do
try-start-storage-aware( ji , { j1 })
end for

Function try-start-storage-aware() determines the best possible schedule for job ji , as shown in Algorithm 2. The two

functions find-lps-schedule() and find-hps-schedule() in lines 1
and 2 return possible candidate schedules for job ji under
the assumption of using either LPS or HPS, respectively. The
functions consider the job requirements of ji to propose possible
schedules. Moreover, because HPS has limited capacity, the
function find-hps-schedule() has to find a time slot with
sufficient storage capacity available for the duration of the
job’s walltime. In lines 3–7, we choose the schedule candidate
with the shorter turnaround time, calculated using Equations 1
and 2. If the proposed schedule is executable just right now
and it does not delay any job in the set of priority jobs P (lines
8–15), the scheduler inserts the schedule entry to the queue of
running jobs RQ. In lines 13 and 16, the function returns true
if the job was scheduled and false otherwise. Afterwards, the
resource manager starts the execution of job ji .
Algorithm 2 try-start-storage-aware( ji , P)
lps
← find-lps-schedule( ji )
hps
2: schedulei ← find-hps-schedule( ji )
hps
l ps
3: if Ti
< Ti then
hps
4:
schedulei ← schedulei

1: schedulei

5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

else
lps
schedulei ← schedulei
end if
if schedulei can start immediately then
if schedulei does not delay jk ∈ P then
enqueue(schedulei , RQ)
dequeue( ji , UQ)
start( ji )
return true
end if
end if
return false

kind of back-end PFS technology, such as Lustre or GPFS.
Transfer rates of traditional burst-buffer technologies exceed
the performance of classical parallel file systems by up to a
factor of three (cf. Shaheen in the IO-500 list1 ). Based on
comparisons of recent but classic SSDs with new NVMe-based
SSDs, the latter of which we chose for our study, we multiply
this ratio by a factor of five, resulting in a total throughput ratio
of 15 between Rhps and Rlps . Taking into account that staging
involves largely sequential data, which is not necessarily the
case for data access at job runtime, we define the transfer rate
Rstage available to staging traffic between the HPS and the
LPS tier to be five times larger than the regular LPS transfer
rate Rlps . Undoubtedly, actual system performance depends
on how the tiers are precisely interconnected. As a constraint
imposed by our simulator, the three links between LPS, HPS,
and compute nodes appear physically separated, which means
there is no interference whatsoever between any of the two
links in our simulation. This condition could be violated in
a real system, where, for example, staging traffic and regular
I/O to the backend file system may compete for bandwidth.
Nevertheless, individual links are shared, as described in our
platform model in Section III-A.
In our experiments, we consider two fast-storage capacities:
(a) 2048 GB, which is sufficient such that a job using 128
nodes can still do checkpointing while utilizing all compute
nodes of the cluster, and (b) 4096 GB, which adds additional
capacity to be used for I/O beyond checkpointing. In the second
scenario, more jobs using the faster storage can be scheduled
simultaneously.
B. I/O workload model

Based on the Feitelson 1996 Model [5], we designed an
algorithm to generate the job specifications, including arrival
time, walltime, the amount of input and output data, the amount
of intermediate data written to and read from files at runtime,
and the amount of requested HPS storage capacity.
We define the overall data volume subject to I/O by filling a
IV. S IMULATION S ETUP
certain fraction of a job’s runtime with reading and writing file
For our evaluation, we designed a simulation environment data, based on a fixed LPS data transfer rate Rlps . This means
based on the simulator framework Batsim [4]. Furthermore, we the key simulation variables are the fraction of time a job spends
designed a workload model featuring both computational and performing I/O and the ratios among the three bandwidth values
I/O requirements, derived from an established workload model. Rlps , Rstage , and Rhps mentioned in Section IV-A. Everything
The experiments and their results are described in Section V. else is scaled proportionally. The precise fractions spent reading
input and writing output are randomly selected based on a
A. Simulation environment
normal distribution, taking up to 10% of the runtime on average
Compared to other simulators, such as Gridsim [3] or for both together. Imagining checkpointing as a common use
Alea2 [11], Batsim is more versatile because the scheduler case, the amount of intermediate I/O datai is derived from the
is separated from the resource management logic. Following amount of main memory available per node with the frequency
this separation, we implemented our simulation and scheduling again adjusted to match a certain fraction of the overall runtime.
logic in Python using PyBatsim. The storage is managed in There is no checkpointing for short jobs. The requested amount
the scheduler, whereas the actual I/O activities are simulated of the storage is the sum of the maximum staging space required
as part of the resource manager.
at any time on the HPS, that is, max(inputi , outputi ) and the
Our simulated platform comprises 128 compute nodes, with size of a checkpoint. Table I shows the parameters of the
each node offering 16 GB RAM of main memory, which Feitelson 1996 Model used in our jobs simulation.
defines the checkpointing requirements per node. To specify
1 http://www.io500.org
the data transfer rates, we assume that the LPS tier uses some
The proposed algorithm can be easily extended to a multi-tier
storage architecture with more than two tiers. The existence
of the different tiers would be covered by rewriting the main
decision-making part of Algorithm 2 in lines 3–7.

each job follows a Bernoulli distribution, such that p denotes the
probability to choose the fast HPS tier and 1 − p represents the
probability to choose the slower LPS tier. We ran experiments
Parameter
Value
with different probabilities p, ranging from 0 to 1 in steps of
0.05. The extreme probabilities of 0 on the one hand and 1
Number of jobs
500
on the other represent two baselines. 0 corresponds to always
Max. repetitions
2
using slow storage and 1 to always using fast storage. To
Arrival factor
500
increase statistical significance, we repeated the experiments
Shortest job time [s]
1800
ten times for each probability value p and took the average.
Longest job time [s]
86400
According to Figure 3a, SAS shows remarkably better
makespan
than random storage assignment. As we increase
Each job can request fast HPS, but the final decision is
the
probability
of using HPS, the makespan of random storage
made by the scheduler. We simulate each job as a sequence of
assignment
reaches
a local minimum around the probability of
steps, where the exact composition of this sequence depends
60–80%,
after
which
it increases again. This behavior can be
on the storage type that is actually used (e.g., if the job is
explained
with
longer
waiting times, caused by a significant
assigned to HPS, additional staging of input and output might
portion
of
the
jobs
insisting
on using the HPS tier. Obviously,
be required): (1) If the job uses HPS the input is staged in
random
storage
assignment
fails
to fully exploit the potential
from LPS to HPS before starting the job. (2) Although, in
of
tiered
storage,
a
gap
that
SAS
closes
much better. Note that
practice, reading of input data may occur anytime during the
the
makespan
for
a
HPS
capacity
of
4096
GB is shorter than
lifetime of the job—also because it may not fit into main
for
2048
GB.
This
suggests
to
scale
up
the
HPS capacity as
memory—we simulate it immediately at the begin of a job’s
far
as
possible.
However,
the
higher
cost
of
fast storage may
execution, a simplification with neutral effect on the overall
impose
an
economic
limit
here.
runtime. (3) Subsequently, the job operates on the data, which
Figure 3b shows the arithmetic mean of the turnaround times
involves computation as well as communication with other
for
all jobs of the ten workloads. Similar to the makespan
nodes belonging to the job’s allocation. While the job is running,
results,
the mean turnaround time under random storage
additional disk I/O can occur, for example, to write checkpoints
assignment
improves as the probability of HPS usage increases
down to either LPS or HPS. (4) Even though, the writing of
towards
p
=
0.4, after which the trend is reversed. This behavior
results back to LPS or HPS may also happen anytime during
again
reflects
the growing time jobs wait for HPS.
the lifetime of the job, we simulate it right at the end of a
Compute-node
and HPS-storage utilization are visible in
job’s execution, similar to the reading of input data in step (2),
Figures
3c
and
3d,
respectively. We calculate the total node
again a simplification with neutral effect on the overall runtime.
utilization
U
across
all n experiments, involving our ten
(5) If HPS was used, the job needs to stage the results out to
workloads,
using
the
formula
below:
LPS to store them permanently.
Feitelson 1996
Model

Table I. Parameters used for the instantiation of the Feitelson 1996 Model to
create the workloads.

V. E VALUATION

U=

∑ni=1 ui
∑ni=1 ai

(3)
To evaluate the performance of SAS, our storage-aware
scheduler, we conducted several simulation experiments, di- ui denotes the used node hours and ai the available node
vided into two parts. First we compare SAS with random hours in the i-th experiment. The former is the sum of the
storage assignment under the assumption that the user estimates product of job runtime and node allocation across all jobs in a
the job requirements accurately. In a next step, we show how workload. The latter is the product of workload makespan and
well SAS resists inaccurate I/O requirement specifications. the nodes available in the cluster. We determine the storage
Applying the workload model from Section IV-B and using the utilization analogously, just substituting storage space for
same set of parameters, we generated ten different workloads nodes. As expected under random storage assignment, because
using distinct random seeds. The workloads share key prop- increasing p raises the number of jobs using HPS, the HPS
erties, in particular, they have the same number of jobs and utilization grows steadily. At the same time, the node utilization
similar job distributions and I/O requirements for individual experiences a dramatic slump, while an increasing number of
jobs. As a consequence, their makespans have the same order jobs are idling in the queue, waiting for the limited amount
of magnitude. We aggregated our results for makespan and of HPS storage to become available. On the other hand, SAS
turnaround time by computing the arithmetic mean across all achieves remarkably high resource utilization: around 80% for
compute nodes and around 70% for HPS storage.
workloads.
As discussed in Section IV-A, we assume Rstage to be five
A. SAS vs. random storage assignment
times bigger than Rlps because of the fast sequential data
In Figure 3, we show how SAS improves makespan, transfer rate between LPS and HPS. Figure 4 shows the impact
turnaround time, and resource utilization in comparison to of the staging bandwidth in relation to Rlps on makespan and
random storage assignment. As explained in Section IV, we turnaround time. Specifically, we consider Rstage = k · Rlps with
consider two different storage capacities for HPS, namely k ∈ {1, 2, 10}. We saw already in Figures 3a and 3b the results
2048 GB and 4096 GB. The random storage assignment for for k = 5, the ratio we deem most realistic. With Rstage being
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Figure 3. Comparison between our storage-aware scheduler (SAS) and random storage assignment, assuming two different storage capacities for HPS (2048 GB
and 4096 GB). We show results for random storage assignment with probabilities p between 0 and 1 in steps of 0.05. The parameter p specifies the portion of
jobs to be scheduled on HPS, with the precise selection of these jobs being randomized. p = 0 corresponds to always using slow storage and p = 1 to always
using fast storage. To highlight the general trend, we fit the results measured for random storage assignment with a polynomial curve of second degree. The
error bars depict the standard deviation of all results that we gathered while repeating our experiments for a single value of p. The makespan and turnaround
times represent the arithmetic mean across ten workloads and ten repetitions for each value of p.

closer to Rlps , SAS still mostly outperforms random storage B. Impact of inaccurate I/O requirements
assignment although makespan and turnaround time tend to be
Up to now, we have always assumed that users provide
higher than in a scenario where Rstage  Rlps . Remarkably, if
the staging bandwidth is low then increasing the capacity of accurate estimates of their job’s I/O requirements. Now, we
high-performance storage prolongs makespan and turnaround analyze how well SAS can tolerate inaccurate I/O requirement
time unexpectedly. This is because the staging bandwidth is specifications. For this purpose, we ran a new set of experiments
shared among all jobs attempting to stage their data, which where the user input for each job follows a normal distribution
makes it a bottleneck if many jobs stage simultaneously. The N(µ, σ 2 ) around the correct value.
more fast storage is available the more jobs need staging.
We evaluate the inaccuracy of user input based on the
Consequently, properly balancing the amount of fast storage factor θ , where µ = datai and σ = datai ·θ . The factor θ
and the staging bandwidth is essential to the efficiency of indicates how much the values in the normal distribution differ
our two-tier-storage scheduler. Determining the optimal staging from the correct value. In other words, θ reflects the relative
bandwidth for a given amount of fast storage will be the subject standard deviation of user input from the correct value. A
of future studies.
similar distribution is considered for inputi and outputi . The
deviation from the perfect estimate is shown through scaling
θ from 0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.025, with θ = 0 representing
accurate estimation. Like in our comparison with random-
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Figure 4. Impact of the staging bandwidth in relation to the LPS bandwidth. We compare our storage-aware scheduler (SAS) with random storage assignment,
assuming Rstage = k · Rlps with k ∈ {1, 2, 10}. To highlight the general trend, we fit the values measured for random storage assignment with a polynomial curve
of second degree. The error bars depict the standard deviation of all results that we gathered while repeating our experiments for a single value of p. The
figures represent the arithmetic mean across ten workloads and ten repetitions for each value of p.
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Figure 5. Effects of inaccurate user input shown for an HPS storage capacity of 4096 GB. The green (shaded) areas in Figures 5a and 5d cover the entire
probability range of random storage assignments. User inputs are drawn randomly based on a normal distribution N(µ, σ 2 ) around the correct value, with
µ = bytes and σ = bytes ·θ . The factor θ , shown from 0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.025 on the x-axis, steadily increases the deviation from the correct user input. To
highlight the general trend, we fit the values measured for various values of θ with polynomial curves of first and second degree, respectively. The error bars
depict the standard deviation of all results we gathered while repeating our experiments for a single value of θ . With the exception of utilization, these figures
represent the arithmetic mean across ten workloads and ten repetitions for each value of θ . The total utilization is the accumulated resource usage divided by
the total amount of available resources across all experiments.

storage-assignment, we strove to increase statistical significance
by repeating each simulation ten times for each factor θ and
taking the average.
Figure 5a compares the makespans resulting from perfect
user estimation (θ = 0) with those resulting from inaccurate
estimation (θ 6= 0). The simulations were carried out for an
HPS storage capacity of 4096 GB. The ratio between Rstage
and Rlps is again five. The green (i.e., shaded) area in this
figure covers random storage assignment with the full range of
probabilities (0 − 1) for comparison. As can be observed, even
in the view of inaccurate user input in the range specified by
the normal distribution, SAS still outperforms random storage
assignments.
Figures 5b and 5c illustrate the impact of inaccurate user
requirements on resource utilization. Figure 5b shows that

the number of jobs scheduled on each storage tier is directly
affected by changing accuracy of the user input. As the accuracy
decreases, the number of jobs that use HPS is being reduced
while the number of jobs that use LPS is being increased.
This behavior leaves the HPS tier underutilized, as shown
in Figure 5c. On the other hand, the influence on utilization
of compute nodes is low, which is to be expected because
low HPS utilization means less waiting time for limited HPS
storage.
Figure 5d compares the mean turnaround times of SAS with
those of random storage assignment when varying θ . With
small deviations of the user input, the scheduler behaves partly
unstable and we can observe a short interval in which the
results of SAS become slightly worse than the best random
storage assignments. But compared to the wide dispersion

of the random storage assignment results spread across the
green (dark) area, the results of SAS are consistently positioned
at the lower end.
Since users might simply omit the specification of storage
requirements, we finally need to discuss the behavior of SAS
in the absence of user inputs. Having the value of 0 for all user
inputs leads to Tilps = Tihps , and in such a case Algorithm 2
(try-start-storage-aware()) only chooses the LPS tier. In other
words, by providing no input, the scheduler skips the HPS
tier altogether to avoid waiting for limited HPS storage. This
is a fair scheduler decision because although SAS adds no
improvement, at least it does not show worse performance than
having no HPS in the model.
One way of discouraging users from manipulating scheduler
decisions with deliberately wrong I/O requirement specifications would be to monitor I/O and storage usage and
penalize inaccurate requirement statements. However, a detailed
treatment of such policies is outside the scope of this article.
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